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The internet is the only place where you can find a job without anyone overseeing your work. If you
are tired of all that office rules and regulations and want to live a life that you can yours then the
Internet is the thing for you. There is almost no end to the kind of job you can find in the internet.
What are more you can create yourself a job, if nothing interests you. The only thing you require is
an internet connection, a computer and website. Internet you can order and so is the computer. But
the website part you have to do it yourself. You can hire an agency to do that too, but doing it
yourself will help you move faster as time flyby. Here are the little things you need to understand
about hosting a website. They are easy to understand and hosting a website is getting cheaper day
by day.

Registering a domain name is the first step to having a website that you can yours. Get it registered
with a domain registrar, they donâ€™t cost much; $5.00 or even lesser. Sometimes they come free if
you hire some web space from a host. But it is always good not to put all your eggs in the same
basket. Keep them separate. You can never tell when you may want to change your host. There are
of course some free web space providers, but they are not really free. You should expect a cache
somewhere and that means curtailing your rights to make money. Unless you have some tricks to
beat such space providers, pay for it and get.

There are many types of webhosts. Selecting the right one is usually a daunting task but remember
nothing comes without sweating out. Here are the different types of hosts:

a.Minimal Shared Hosting â€“ They will cost you nothing for sure. They always come with riders over
riders with little opportunities to make a maneuver. They are the best for conducting trials. No
MySQL, no PHP and no guarantees that is it. You will better off without such web space.

b.Shared Hosting â€“ They are undoubtedly the most preferred by small businesses and individual who
want a web presence. They donâ€™t come for free and are usually feature-rich. Usually they have
MySQL and PHP as a standard data base management system. The common way they bill is based
on the web space they provide. Bills can be monthly or yearly. When you order see to that they
have no restrictions on traffic bandwidth. It can be a major issue when your website grows and
stature and begins getting a lot of traffic.

c.Dedicated Hosting (Unmanaged) â€“ It is really for the big time businesses. As the name itself
suggests, managing every aspect of the system is going to be users. Unless you have a high
degree of server management skill, buying dedicated hosting server space can be a waste of
money and resource. But nevertheless do buy if you anticipate extraordinary traffic. You can always
hire some experienced professional to do the server management work.

d.Dedicated Hosting (Managed) â€“ Just like the unmanaged server, managed servers have everything
that a good website needs to have. When you order ensure that they donâ€™t have bandwidth
restrictions. They are very quick to exhaust and buying additional bandwidth is usually an expensive
affair. The worst thing about a restricted bandwidth is the may become unavailable at a very critical
time, meaning lost visitors and business. Often hiring dedicated hosting managed also means
making long term contracts. So ensure that your hosting space provider has been in business for a
fairly long time and is a stable entity. There are many fly by night operators whom you may want to
avoid.
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